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The first travel book for the sisters!
Alexander shows how popular stories about mathematicians are really morality tales about their craft as it relates to the world. In the
eighteenth century, he says, mathematicians were idealized as child-like, eternally curious; by the nineteenth century, brilliant mathematicians
became Romantic heroes like poets, artists, and musicians.

In this groundbreaking environmental biography of Abraham Lincoln, James Tackach maps Lincoln’s lifelong relationship
with the natural world from his birth and boyhood on Midwestern farms through his political career and presidency dealing
with the effects of the Industrial Revolution and the Civil War. Lincoln was born in a generation that grew up on farms but
began to move to cities as industrialization transformed the American economy. Turning away from the outdoor, manual
labor of his youth, he chose careers in law and politics but always found solace outside first on the prairies of Illinois and,
later, at the woodsy presidential retreat. As Tackach shows, Lincoln relied on examples and metaphors from the natural
world in his speeches and writings. As a member of the Whig Party Lincoln endorsed the Industrial Revolution, which
transformed the nation’s economy and its physical, social, and cultural landscapes, and advocated for the creation of
railroads, canals, roads, and bridges to facilitate growth and the distribution of products. But he and his party failed to
take steps to protect the natural environment. Surveying the destruction of the environment in the mid-nineteenth century,
Tackach outlines how some American writers, the first voices for protection and conservation, began to call attention to
the results of deforestation and the overhunting of animals during Lincoln’s lifetime. As commander in chief during the
Civil War, Lincoln approved a strategy that included significant infrastructure and environmental damage. In the South,
where most of the battles occurred, Union troops burned cities and towns and destroyed plantations, farms, and natural
landscapes. Tackach argues that, midway through his presidency, Lincoln seemed to sense that postwar Reconstruction
would have to be spiritual, political, economic, and environmental in order to heal the nation’s wounds. He signed the
Morrill Act, creating the land-grant colleges, and the environmentally progressive Yosemite Grant Act, which preserved
thousands of acres of forest in California. The first scholar to thoroughly investigate Lincoln’s lifelong relationship with
the natural environment, Tackach paints Lincoln’s personal and professional life against the backdrop of nineteenthcentury American environmental history, issues, and writers, providing insights into contemporary environmental issues.
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Discover Prague with the most knowledgeable and entertaining guidebook on the market. Whether you plan to explore
the hidden gems of the Old Town, sightsee by tram or simply enjoy the best beer in the world, The Rough Guide to
Prague will show you ideal places to sleep, eat, drink, relax and shop along the way. Inside The Rough Guide to Prague Independent, trusted reviews written in Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and insight, to help you get
the most out of your visit, with options to suit every budget. - Full-colour maps throughout - navigate the winding cobbled
streets of the Old Town as well as the metro, tram and bus systems without needing to get online. - Stunning,
inspirational images - Itineraries - carefully planned, themed routes to help you organize your trip and see the very best of
the city. - Detailed coverage - whether negotiating the twisting lanes of the centre or on a day-trip to the magnificent
Karlštejn Castle, this travel guide has in-depth practical advice for every step of the way. Areas covered: Hradcany, Malá
Strana, Staré Mesto, Josefov, Nové Mesto, Vyšehrad and the eastern suburbs, Holešovice and the western suburbs, dayPage 1/2
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trips to Melník, Terezín and Kutná Hora, Konopište chateau, Karlštejn Castle and Lidice. Attractions include: Wenceslas
Square, astronomical clock, Charles Bridge, Prague Castle, Old Town Square) Obecní Dum, Trade Fair Palace, UPM,
Petrín. - Listings - a rundown of the best accommodation (from budget to luxury), cafés and restaurants, pubs and bars,
plus clubs and live music, the arts, shopping and sports. - Basics - essential pre-departure practical information including
getting there, local transport, a new city tours section, the media, festivals, entry requirements, public holidays and more.
- Background information - a Contexts chapter devoted to history, Prague personalities, and books, plus a handy
language section and glossary. Make the Most of Your Time on Earth with the Rough Guide to Prague
The Camargue village of Les Saintes Maries de la Mer hosts a three-day annual pilgrimage by gypsies, who honour their
patron saint, Sarah. This guide to France has a special section on food and wine, covers outdoor activities in the Alps
and the Pyrenees, and includes a detailed language guide.
Traditional Chinese edition of Paper Towns by John Green, a science fiction thriller. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A handy pocket-sized guide which covers the complete architectural history of the city from its origins to the present.
Maps and plans facilitate location.
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Este livro épico totalmente ilustrado produzido pelo time da Wizards of the Coast transportará você para os mundos lendários e mágicos de
Dungeons & Dragons, trazendo fichas únicas sobre diferentes tipos de guerreiros, assim como sobre armamentos de que precisam para
suas aventuras. Este guia inclui ilustrações detalhadas sobre armas, armaduras, vestimentas e outros equipamentos usados por
combatentes; além disso, oferece várias ferramentas de que jovens aspirantes a aventureiro ou aventureira precisam para construir seus
próprios personagens — incluindo alguns perfis, um fluxograma para ajudar a decidir que tipo de combatente ser e ideias de desafios para
colocar você para pensar como um aventureiro ou aventureira, quer esteja em uma aventura solo ou em meio a uma empolgante missão
com amigos, amigas ou outras pessoas jogando.
CMJ New Music Report is the primary source for exclusive charts of non-commercial and college radio airplay and independent and trendforward retail sales. CMJ's trade publication, compiles playlists for college and non-commercial stations; often a prelude to larger success.
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"the way to grind an axe" "the bottom line is here somewhere" "can always put on your subject-segue shield' "breaks it out, throws it on the
wall, or starts some - hop on for the jitney ride"
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